
Christa’s Lost Lessons 
The Lost Magnetic Chamber Lesson 

 
“Oh! I think it will do it (work).” 

Background Science Summary: 

Among the lost lessons, having Christa perform a science magnetism experiment in space was 
unique.  Studying the orientation of magnetic lines of force in a zero-G environment promised to 
be a fascinating lesson.   Perhaps, the most clever of experimental props was the above three 
dimensional magnetic chamber. 

Though Christa’s experience and training dealt primarily with social sciences, her 
perceptiveness was apparent in suggesting refinements in how experiments and 
demonstrations were to be performed.  The ground based trial of the lost magnetism lesson is 
an example. 

A brief primer on magnetism explains the existence of molecule and sub-atomic particle 
alignments in matter creating like and unlike magnetic forces. The demonstration of magnetic 
attraction was conducted by Christa at the first of the ground based practices held at Johnson 
Space Center.  

 

In the video, Christa deals with the  term poles, i.e., north and south, showing the characteristics 
of attraction and repulsion of unlike poles and like poles of a bar magnet.   The existence of the 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=7TCZ0cAkvRk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=7TCZ0cAkvRk
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Earth’s magnetic north pole has guided mariners long before Columbus sailed the ocean 
seas.  The string was to assist in the one G on Earth practice of the demonstration.  Suspended 
in zero-G, the bars would come together and separate without the need of the supporting 
string. Bob Mayfield explains the need for the string for this practice. 

Hypothesis: 

The explanation written by Bob Mayfield is an excellent summary of what Christa might have 
demonstrated aboard Challenger using the magnetic chamber. The cubicle test bed holding the 
specially manufactured metal particles certainly would have shown the three dimensional nature 
of a magnetic field. 

Materials: 

 Pair of bar magnets and string 
 Compass 
 A plastic half liter empty clear soda bottle (16 oz.) 
 Plastic test tube sized about 3/4 the bottle height and with a diameter capable of allowing 

item 5’s axle-like insertion into the test tube. 
 A cylindrical magnet for insertion into the test tube, perhaps, a cow magnet or a stack of 

Radio Shack button magnets inserted in the tube. 
 A roll of masking tape. 
 And, of course, iron filings from a science museum or scientific experiment supplier. 
 (Optional) video camcorder  with flip out playback screen 
 (Optional) digital still camera 

 

Procedure: 

(Optional: Have an assistant video tape the procedure just as Christa was videotaped.) 

The previous video captures Christa performing a bar magnet demonstration.  This experiment 
is easily done in a classroom.  Before continuing, watch the video clip several times, listening 
carefully to Christa and Bob Mayfield’s comments. 

Actually, the video of Christa’s bar magnet ground demonstration is an excellent learning tool 
not only magnetism but also Newton’s laws. Tie a string to the center of one of the bar magnets 
as shown in the above photo. Next bring like poles in close proximity, and note the rotation of 
the hanging magnet about its center, suspended from the string. After placing one of the bar 
magnets on a table, slide the other bar magnet toward it so that like-poles come into close 
proximity. Assure the pair of magnets are aligned and parallel as shown below.  
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Bar Magnet Diagram 

Observe the movement of the right magnet in a line rather than rotating. Consider why the 
former trial caused the suspended magnet to spin while the latter case only moved the magnet 
linearly. Christa and Bob Mayfield discuss the expected results conducting the demonstration in 
orbit compared to their earth-based experience, knowing that no string will be required to 
suspend the bar magnet in zero g. 

 
Christa practices demonstration to show lines of force in zero-g 

This leads to the lines-of-force bar magnet demonstration captured in the above picture of 
Christa as well as the video.  Obviously, Christa’s practice has the orientation of the white 
background planned for zero-g rather than a one-g classroom environment. Though this facet of 
the bar magnet demonstration was not specifically described in Mayfield’s paper, it is useful as 
a lead-in to the magnetic chamber experiment which follows. Perhaps, for that reason, Christa, 
Barbara and Mayfield practice it. Based on the video and the above photo, it is obvious Christa 
plans to use Velcro to attach the white placard background to the wall of the Shuttle. Likewise, 
she positions the bar magnet in the center of the placard while speaking of the lines of force 
which will be observed emanating from the bar magnet and displayed on the white 
background.  The expected pattern is shown in the picture below. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=7TCZ0cAkvRk
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Expected lines of force geometry to be displayed during the Challenger Lost Magnetic Lesson Demonstration on orbit.  

  
It is known how iron filings would behave in zero gravity. Watch them hurl about the enclosed 
magnetic chamber during the KC-135 practice in this video. 

This leads to the assumption that the application of iron filings to Christa’s bar magnet held 
against the white background must be accomplished in a closed container.  Though no such 
container has been described or sketched by Mayfield, there are similar educational props 
available which suggest the design.  They consist of a clear thin sandwich-like enclosure which 
lend themselves to having a bar magnet placed on them.   In fact, a large rectangular “zip-lock” 
bag would serve the purpose quite well. 

Yet, there might have been another approach intended for Christa’s on-orbit bar magnetic lines-
of-force demonstration. Once the electromagnet chamber was inflated, one of its sides might 
have been brought into proximity to the bar magnet/placard Velcro attached to the wall. Christa 
might have held the chamber’s side flush against the placard long enough for the filings to 
settle. This would permit filming. The movie would show the formation of the iron filings into the 
expected lines-of-force pattern. Since neither the bar magnet nor chamber would be subject to 
gravity, both would remain in place, of course, with Christa’s assistance. 

Based on these considerations, place a white sheet on paper flat on a table. Sprinkle iron filings 
liberally onto the paper.  Next center one of the bar magnet on the paper. Observe the formation 
of the lines of force.  Take a photo of the pattern with a digital camera. Place the other bar 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=svkKcSayAIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=svkKcSayAIg
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magnet on the paper at different orientations with respect to the first magnet. For each 
orientation, take a photo to display the resulting lines-of-force pattern. 

Graphing Lines of Force 

The above demonstration can be done, in part, without the clutter of iron filings by using a small 
compass and a printed picture of the above lines-of-force photo.  Enlarge the picture so that the 
bar magnet can be superimposed on the image in the photo.  Starting near the north pole of the 
bar magnet, slide the compass along one of the lines-of-force in the photo.  Watch the direction 
the compass needle points.   Could this information be used to plot a graph of the curve of the 
lines of force formed by the iron filings under the influence of the bar magnet? 

Design and Construction of a Challenger Bar Magnet Lines-of-Force Chamber 

(For extra credit): Obtain a large rectangular sealable sandwich bag about the size of a sheet 
of unlined 3-ring note book paper. Fill it with iron filings and attempt the same experiments as 
described above. You might alter the design of the zip-lock magnetic bag chamber with a balsa-
wood frame work to enhance viewing of the lines-of-force patterns. 
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The Magnetic Electro-magnet Chamber Demonstration 

There is an excellent classroom science experiment which closely replicates what Christa might 
have observed in the magnetic chamber during her Challenger mission.  Rather than a cubicle 
chamber, the demonstration employs a clear plastic liter soda bottle.  Because the magnet can 
be oriented parallel with the pull of gravity, the lines-of-force pattern formed by a strong 
magnetic force nulls out gravity’s influence. This results in what would have been the pattern 
observed three dimensionally in the lost magnetic lesson chamber during January of 1986. 

Perform the following procedure referring to the diagrams. First soak the bottle to remove the 
label. Next, fill your magnetic chamber (the bottle) about a fifth full of iron filings. Wrap enough 
masking tape around the top of the test tube so that it can be snugly inserted into the bottle’s 
mouth so that the top opening is sealed. This keeps the iron filings from leaking out. Now insert 
the tube into the mouth of the bottle. 

Next insert the cylindrical magnet into the plastic test tube. Then, replace the bottle cap on the 
bottle. Just as Christa proposed for her experiment in space, turn the bottle on its side and 
rotate it. Observe and record what happens to the iron filings. (The video recording is invaluable 
for later analysis and discussion.) Just as the zero-G magnetic chamber should have 
demonstrated the formation of a three-dimensional magnetic field, so will a three-dimensional 
pattern be formed tracing out the magnet’s lines-of-force. 

It would be good to carefully observe what happens to the iron filings at the magnet’s end. They 
appear to project outward as though they are the edge bristles of a much used hair 
brush. Withdraw the magnet from the test tube. What happens to the iron filings? 

 

http://www.challenger.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/MagneticChamber5.jpg
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What Happened? 

(Study the video tape) From the discussion of the science of magnetism, we have learned that 
individual atoms, in a magnetic material like iron, act as tiny magnets with north and south 
poles.  Initially, because the atoms are organized in random orientations, they cancel one 
another and the iron is not magnetic,   however, when a magnet is brought close to a piece of 
iron comprised of the individual atoms, those iron-atom magnets align with the nearby magnetic 
field. Therefore, the north poles of the iron atoms point in the same direction.  The lining up 
makes the iron magnetic. It is attracted to the magnetic field brought near it. 

With the cylindrical magnetic piece of iron inserted in the test tube, the atoms line up with the 
north poles facing one end of the rod and the south poles of the atoms facing the opposite 
end.  Like the test tube magnet, the iron filings are also rod-shaped, so that each filing has its 
atoms lined up pointing along the length of the test tube magnetic rod. 

The field of the cylindrical magnet projects from the end of the magnet and loops around the 
iron cylinder’s side. The causes the iron filings to stick out like hair brush bristles on the ends of 
the magnet though they lie flat against the side of the magnetic cylinder. The overall shape of 
the filings combine to show approximately the shape of the magnetic field’s lines of force in 
three dimensions. 

Hopefully, this shape would have been similar to that of Christa’s magnetic chamber.  The lost 
lesson’s iron-like filings would have clustered about the chamber’s electro-magnet in like 
fashion. 

Discussion:  Bob Mayfield’s discussion of magnetic filing behavior in zero-G versus one-G 
seems sound. However, watching the KC-135 video shows the filings behaving in a fashion that 
might compromise the on-orbit experiment.  Performing the classroom magnetic experiment 
helps to understand difficulties that might have been encountered by Christa. 

Since the force of the electromagnet is quite weak, and the filings would be randomly dispersed 
about the clear chamber, would the drawing power be sufficient to pull the metal filings into a 
lines-of-force pattern, even in zero-G?  Perhaps, Christa would have had to move the chamber 
back and force to assist the collection of the particles about the center electro-magnet, assisting 
the drawing power of the field in capturing the filings. 

Finally:  Christa performed the magnetism demonstration both without gravity, on the KC-135 
zero G aircraft, and in the shuttle mock-up at the JohnsonSpaceCenter.  Carefully view both 
videos.   What, if anything, is alike and what is different about the two times the experiment was 
practiced?   Click on the videos below for your evaluation.  (Since the experiment was only 
designed to work in orbit, i.e., with zero gravity, neither the ground nor KC-135 practice trials 
actuated the electro-magnet.  However, the KC-135 trial did have the file-like particles in the 
magnetism chamber.) 
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What deserves consideration and investigation were the proposed ways Christa suggested 
moving the magnetic chamber during the course of the experiment.  List Christa’s 
suggestions.  How do you believe Christa’s suggestions would benefit the performance of the 
experiment?   (The discussion above suggests the answer.) 

 

Magnetism Chamber (Ground Demonstration) 

 

Magnetism Chamber (Zero G Experiment) 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Yi5yKnR7y28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=svkKcSayAIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Yi5yKnR7y28
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=svkKcSayAIg
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FOR ADDITIONAL STUDY 

The Electromagnetic Chamber Demonstration 

The experiment featured above can be readily performed using an iron magnet, but Christa’s 
lost magnetic lesson employed an electro-magnet.  For those wanting a more ambitious 
investigation with an experiment more closely replicating that proposed for Christa, the following 
demonstration is offered: 

To begin, carefully examine the above videos to grasp an understanding of how the magnetic 
chamber was designed.  Note that the electromagnet axially passes through the enclosed 
volume.  Of course, in zero-g, the iron filings must be held within the chamber, otherwise, they 
might be inhaled by the crew.  Though the zero-g practice used the inflated chamber, obviously, 
electrical current was not applied.   The iron filings do not appear to cling to the centered iron 
rod whatsoever.  In fact, they randomly sail about the enclosure, or, act together as an inertial 
mass responding to the motion imparted to the chamber by Christa and others. 
(Watching the above videos explains exactly why there is no clinging of filings to the 
electromagnet. The ground demonstration includes the battery pack for the electromagnet. The 
zero-g practice does not.) 

The nature of zero-g KC-135 practices allows less than a half minute per parabolic gravity-less 
maneuver.  While this might have been sufficient to observe the lines-of-force pattern, the 
jostling of the apparatus would have made success problematical.  However, on orbit, Christa 
would not face such a handicap.  Plenty of time would be available to establish the effect of the 
electromagnet’s lines of force on the iron filings.  (In the video Christa speaks of having two and 
one half minutes to orient the chamber in various attitudes to examine the pattern the iron 
filings assume with the application of electro-magnetism.  She suggests examining on film what 
happens if she releases the chamber to “free-flow” across the Challenger’s cabin.  Indeed, 
Christa is making a significant scientific contribution to the Magnetic Lost Lesson demonstration. 
This would be much like the previous experiment. The soda bottle chamber was turned over 
and rotated so that the magnetic field could draw the iron filings into the final lines of force 
pattern.) 

Actually, the previous experiment offers an easy way of replicating the proposed Challenger 
electro-magnet lesson.   By simply center boring a hole in the bottom of the soda bottle with an 
ice pick, an enclosed chamber can be fashioned to house the axial electromagnet iron cylinder. 
The figure below illustrates modifications to the bottle apparatus in order to replicate the electro-
magnet lost lesson chamber demonstration in the classroom. 
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Materials: 

  D Cell Battery 
 six inch nail or iron bar 
 clear plastic empty soda bottle (20 ounce) 
 22 gauge insulated copper wire 
 iron filings 
 scissors for cutting bottle in two 
 clear adhesive tape for sealing bottle 
 wire cutters 

Note: What remains unchanged from the previous magnetic soda bottle chamber experiment is 
the orientation of the final set-up.  The electromagnet is also oriented perpendicular to the 
earth.  This nulls out the presence of gravity perpendicular to the length of the magnet so that, 
as before, the filings will assume a symmetrical pattern.  Of course, gravity remains to sort of 
“squash” the three dimensional pattern toward the bottle’s base.  Likewise, unchanged are most 
of the materials. Only the permanent magnet is replaced.  Its counterpart, an electro-magnet, is 
an iron rod of similar diameter but much longer.   About the iron rod is wound insulated electrical 
wire, looped in windings so that electrical current can be applied via a battery and switch. 

The electromagnet itself is centered in the chamber with only the center portion of the axial rod 
being magnetized.   With a strong enough magnetic field, the three-dimensional pattern formed 
would extend considerably from the center of the chamber. 

While the iron filings pattern formed is similar, missing is the pattern extending the free end of 
the permanent cylindrical magnet.  The iron filing bristles extending beneath the test tube would 
not be present. 

Procedure: 

Constructing the altered chamber is a three phase process: 
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1. modifying the chamber soda bottle used in the previous experiment, 
2. constructing the electro-magnet assembly,  and 
3. Installing the electro-magnet assembly in the chamber. 

Modifying the Soda Bottle:  Because an ideal electromagnet core is an iron nail, the chamber 
needs adapting to the length of the longest readily purchased iron nail.   Nails beyond a half foot 
in length are not easily found.   For that reason, the height of the empty soda bottle needs 
reduction.   This is readily done by cutting a four-six inch section out of the bottle’s length.   The 
remaining halves are readily reattached by taping around the seam joining the halves with clear 
adhesive tape.   Winding the tape around the seam several times improves the strength of the 
attachment. 

Because the electromagnet is “un-magnetized” without the application of the battery’s current, 
the sealed capping process of the permanent magnet demonstration is not as critical.  Without 
electricity, there is no magnetism so that the filings are free to rest anywhere within the 
bottle.  (Note: While this is initially true, after several applications of electricity, the nail tends to 
become a weak permanent magnet.) 

The assembly of the electro-magnet is rudimentary.   Simply coil No. 22 gauge insulated copper 
wire around a six inch long iron nail. (Approximately 10 feet of wire is needed.) The copper wire 
windings should come within a half inch of the mouth of the bottle and, likewise, a half inch 
above the bottom opening.  Leave several feet of wire extending beyond the top-most and 
bottom-most loops of the copper wire. 

Installing the electromagnet assembly in the bottle chamber is done through either of two 
ways.   (Note: The first approach requires infilling with iron filings prior to inserting the 
electromagnet assembly.)  Thread one of the extended wire leads through the bottle’s mouth 
then through the axial hole in the bottle’s bottom.  By pulling the bottom wire, the electromagnet 
rod is drawn through the bottle’s mouth as well as the bottom hole.  The height of the bottle 
should have been earlier altered so that the unwound portions of the iron nail protrude through 
the top and bottom bottle openings.  Use masking tape looped around the top of the iron nail to 
snugly fit it into the bottle’s mouth.  The bottom hole should be snug enough by virtue of 
penetrating it with the nail’s pointed end.  (Note: Be careful not to fray the wire insulation when 
piecing/enlarging the bottom hole.) 

The second approach for installing the electromagnet assembly deals with the bottle’s 
unattached top and bottom halves.  First, thread the nails pointed end wire through the mouth of 
the top half of the bottle.   (Pour an adequate quantity of iron filings into the bottom half of the 
bottle orienting that half so that filings do no escape the small hole in the bottom.)  Next, thread 
the wire through the bottom hole of the bottle’s bottom half.   Push the pointed end of the nail 
through the bottom hole being careful not to fray the copper wire’s insulation or allow iron filings 
to escape.  Bring the halves of the bottle together to form an attachment seam.   The top 
unwound half inch of the nail should protrude through the top opening.  Wrap clear adhesive 
tape around the seam several times to secure the two halves in place so that iron filing cannot 
escape through the seam. Of course, as before snug the top attachment with masking tape. 
(Note: Of the two approaches, the first is probably the easier to perform.) 
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Attach a “D” battery to the circuit by pressing, or taping, one of the wires to the battery’s anode 
(positive terminal) and the other wire to the cathode (negative terminal.)  At once, the iron nail 
becomes magnetic.  As with the previous experiment roll the chamber over and move it so that 
the electromagnets lines of force can be established. Finally, orient the chamber bottle vertically 
with the earth. 

Supplemental Information 

 

An excellent video produced by the NASA Langley Research Center deals with both making an 

electro-magnet and experimenting with it. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=BUilH9dZ24I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=BUilH9dZ24I

